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About This Game

The main character finds himself in the waiting room, in the complex Hazardous Course - the place where deadly
experiments are conducted. During the tests, he realizes that he is not the first to be here, and, probably, not the last.

On the way the main character will come across not only enemies and obstacles that can kill him, but also various
puzzles that have to be solved to continue the path.

Second Hazardous Course is a hardcore platformer with elements of action. Bypassing various obstacles, such as pits with
acid, or simply falling stones, you have to go to the end and finish all these tests. In the game there is also a cooperative, which

supports the game on one server up to 4 players.
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Title: Second Hazardous Course
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Team Lambda
Publisher:
Team Lambda
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows: 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (x64)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 2,12GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD 3800 Series 512 Mb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Realtek HD Audio

English
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second hazardous course

Fun little Half-Life style game that has alot of small jokes that any half-life fan would enjoy, the platforming is quite a
challenge sometimes but you get used to the mechanics really easily.

My Review & lets play of the game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=0Pq-otpLNPY&feature=youtu.be

Pros:
Fun half-life style game
not too hard
nice graphics\/style of art
Controls are really easy
online CO:OP is available

Cons:
Only partial controller support as of right now ( 29\/07\/2018 )
No volume control in game
No keybind changing
broken english in some letters ( not sure if intentional)
some texture bugs like the water textures glitching
checkpoints can be annoying to get back to for example the disabling the machine gun checkpoint

Overall this is game is worth waaay more than being under \u00a32, so with it being at such a low price you can expect some
bugs as you can in all games but nothing game breaking. The game was really enjoyable and a nice view into another half-life
story, highly recommend game for anyone who loves indie platoformers & for anyone who likes half-life.

8\/10
would be 10 if full controller support was available as playing with a controller gives it a better feel in my opinion, and if the
checkpoints were not as far away.
. Loved this game very cool for a great price great 2d action love how the game matches the theme .
Great job theme i gave it 4.5 stars here is my review
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AAeWS2u8hbs
and here is my gameplay
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rwekl2sMTOo

. Purchased this to play co-op with a friend. There is a SINGLE level, for which the behaviour of the last block is broken.
Would not recommend for co-operative play. Can't say anything about the single player.. Fun and entertaining game. Still havent
completed it. Look forward to continue to play this game. Thanks team Lambda.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=FlIrNOuUtnU

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9FdECdnhelU. Sorry, but i can't recommend this game.
At first it is fun, but the boss battle only relies on luck avoiding the projectiles and hoping the RNG is kind to you.
The soundtrack is absent, the sounds are okay at best.

Also, was announced to have some achievements and they were never added.

Sorry devs, but until you patch this game again, i'm leaving a bad review
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